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Throughout my studies in Computer Science I have had a number of interests and been involved 

in many fields.  Now, the majority of my focus is in the field of my Masters' thesis: High Performance 

Computing.  My Masters' thesis topic focused on parallel execution of queries of large XML datasets. 

After completion of my thesis, my co-advisors (Dr. Casanova and Dr. Lim) and I extended the work 

and have submitted a paper to the WWW 2014 conference and is currently in review.  My Masters' 

thesis topic is not broad enough for a PhD dissertation, so I am now exploring new ideas and trying to 

determine a dissertation topic within my interests.  I have, however, continued some reseach with Dr. 

Casanova, though I have not been able to find a project broad enough for dissertation.

Parallel to my Masters' research, I have had a graduate assistantship position at the University 

of Hawaii at Manoa ITS department.  During my employment I worked on several projects and gained 

valuable knowledge in a range of fields.  The first projects I was involved with related to statistical data 

collection and visualiation.  For the past year and a half, however, I have been working as the lead 

developer of an application called DCmd (DataCenter metadata).  DCmd is currently being used by the 

UH Manoa ITS depoartment as a resource management and tracking system.  DCmd was developed 

primarily using Grails and Javascript, though it utilizes a number of plugins.  The functionality of 

DCmd continues to expand and we are planning an open-source release by May 2014.  Working on 

application development has sparked some interest in Software Engineering, though I have not pursued 

research in this field.

My most recent research interests have revolved around my Literature Review topic: the Fast 



Fourier Transform algorithm.  While researching and writing my Literature review, I found interest in a 

number of more specific research areas, thuogh finding novel research in such a mature field is 

difficult.

One research area I am considering for my PhD dissertation is the “cache obliviousness” 

research of Dr. Nodari Sitchinava.  I have read several of his papers and will discuss potential research 

topics with him when he begins teaching next semester.  With luck, we will be able to find some novel 

and interesting research topics and I can immediately begin my dissertation proposal next semester.
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